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Evangelism doesn't have to be frustrating or intimidating.
We just need encouragement and direction. In Crossing
the Line of Faith you will discover how to build spiritually
strategic relationships, to direct conversations toward
matters of faith, and to share biblical truths in everyday
language. This easy-to-read book presents a blueprint
for starting a spiritual epidemic of hope and enthusiasm
for spreading the Gospel.
Bill Hybels is one of today's most respected voices on
the subject of leadership. The bestselling author,
founder, and senior pastor of Willow Creek Community
Church and host of the world-renowned Global
Leadership Summit is also a much-in-demand speaker
on leadership and mentor to leaders around the globe. In
Everyone Wins When a Leader Gets Better, Hybels
shares his top leadership lessons from a remarkable
lifetime of leading others. A must-read for experienced
and emerging leaders alike, this book is filled with
wisdom, stories, and practical insight. Learn from a
legend how to become a stronger, more God-centered
leader in whatever sphere you influence.
For a decade thousands have enjoyed Bill Hybels's
insightful and readable ideas on prayer and spending
time with God. Now this new edition of his contemporary
classic has been revised and expanded, including two
new chapters.
It takes the power of God to produce the character of
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God.Putting others’ needs ahead of our own: it’s the
ultimate expression of love—and the hardest. Fortunately,
we don’t have to go it alone. In Fruit of the Spirit, you’ll
learn about the life-transforming qualities God wants to
cultivate inside you. And you’ll discover the supernatural
Agent who empowers you to attain them: the Holy Spirit,
working within you to produce each kind of spiritual
“fruit.”In the Holy Spirit’s power, you can live a
supernatural life that transforms every relationship you
have. And in the process, you’ll discover the one route
to a truly satisfying life: serving others.Interactions—a
powerful and challenging tool for building deep
relationships between you and your group members, and
you and God. Interactions is far more than another group
Bible study. It's a cutting-edge series designed to help
small group participants develop into fully devoted
followers of Christ.
Bring back the balance to your crazy, non-stop world by
taking action with the dynamic "Life@Work GroupZine."
In this chaotic, stressful, non-stop world, balance is
difficult to maintain. Life @ Work GroupZine is written for
the purpose of restoring balance to life and putting focus
back on what's really important in life. This six-session
study examines the biblical definition of balance and
studies how work and ambition fit in with God, family,
community, and self. This GroupZine has a creative freeflow "magazine" feeling that is enjoyable to read and nonthreatening even to non-believers. Life @ Work
GroupZine is an action-oriented Bible-based study aimed
at tackling the daily grind that causes us to lose balance
and sight of God's intention for our lives.
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When Leadership and Discipleship Collide Using stories
from his own life and ministry, Bill Hybels shows how the
laws for leadership success can sometimes crash
headlong into another reality: an inner prompting of the
Spirit showing you a different approach. The decisions
you make at that point could affect not only you, but the
ultimate destiny of those you lead.
Bill Hybels outlines the dynamics of listening for God's
voice and obeying His leading.
The best leaders not only lead well but also reflect on
their leadership long enough and thoughtfully enough to
articulate the philosophies that cause them to do so.
Whether serving in the marketplace or in ministry, as
executives or rank-and-file employees, as salaried staff
or volunteer servants, good leaders can pinpoint the
rationale for their actions and decisions with the ease of
reciting their home address. In Axiom: author Bill Hybels
divulges the God-given convictions that have dictated his
leadership strategy for more than three decades as
senior pastor of Willow Creek Community Church.
Oriented toward four key leadership categories ... 1.
Vision and strategy ('Promote Shameless Profitability, '
'Take a Flyer') 2. Teamwork and communication ('ObiWan Kenobi Isn't for Hire, ' 'Disagree without Drawing
Blood') 3. Activity and assessment ('Develop a Mole
System, ' 'Sweat the Small Stuff') 4. Personal integrity
('Admit Mistakes, and Your Stock Goes Up, ' 'Fight for
Your Family') ...Axiom brokers accessible wisdom from
one leader's journey, as well as emboldens you to nail
down the reasons why you lead like you lead.
Bestselling author and pastor Bill Hybels helps equip
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leaders with five key skills that everyone needs in order
to grow their leadership ability. Each of the video
sessions will feature Hybels sharing the wisdom and
experience that he has learned in nearly 40 years of
leadership at Willow Creek Community Church in South
Barrington, Illinois. In this five-session teaching video
(DVD/digital video sold separately), Hybels will help
leaders discover what kind of leader they are, how to
gain self-awareness and relational awareness, how to
build an effective team, how to form and declare a vision,
and discovering each leader's holy discontent. Sessions
include: The Power of Vision The Toughest Person You
Lead Mastering 360-Degree Leadership Building a
Fantastic Culture Pursue Your Unique Calling Designed
for use with the Leading from Here to There Video Study
9780310884606 (sold separately).
You matter to God -- God loves me -- God can be trusted
-- God forgives me -- God transforms me -- God guides
me -- God uses me -- God satisfies me -- Now what?
In "Simplify," bestselling author Bill Hybels identifies the
core issues that lure us into frenetic living--and offers
searingly practical steps for sweeping the clutter from our
souls. Today's velocity of life can consume and control
us . . . until our breakneck pace begins to feel normal
and expected. That's where the danger lies: When we
spend our lives doing things that keep us busy but don't
really matter, we sacrifice the things that do.What if your
life could be different? What if you could be certain you
were living the life God called you to live--and building a
legacy for those you love? If you crave a simpler life
anchored by the priorities that matter most, roll up your
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sleeves: Simplified living requires more than just
cleaning out your closets or reorganizing your desk
drawer. It requires uncluttering your soul. By eradicating
the stuff that leaves your spirit drained, you can stop
doing what doesn't matter--and start doing what does.
The book you hold resonates with this conviction: that
leaders such as you have the potential to be the most
influential forces on planet Earth. Yours is the staggering
responsibility and the matchless privilege of rallying
believers and mobilizing their spiritual gifts in order to
help people who are far from God become fully devoted
followers of Christ. Life transformation and the eternal
destinies of real people depend on the redemptive
message entrusted to the local church. Are you willing to
do whatever it takes to lead your church effectively so
God’s message of hope can change the world? Then
this book is for you. Courageous Leadership is Bill
Hybels’ magnum opus, a book far too important to be
written before its time. Only now, after nearly thirty years
leading his own church from a handful of people with a
burning vision into a globe-spanning kingdom force—only
after almost three decades of victories and setbacks, of
praying hard and risking big—is Hybels ready at last to
share the lessons he has learned, and continues to
learn, about Christian leadership. Too much is at stake
for you not to maximize your spiritual gift of leadership,
insists Hybels. In this passionate, powerful book, he
unpacks the tools, tasks, and challenges of your calling.
You’ll discover the power of vision and how to turn it into
action. You’ll gain frontline insights for developing a
kingdom dream team, discovering your leadership style,
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developing other leaders, making decisions, walking with
God, embracing change, staying your God-given course,
and much, much more. Drawing on his own richly varied
life experiences, Hybels fleshes out vital principles with
riveting firsthand stories. This is far more than another
book on leadership strategies and techniques. You’ll
find those topics in here, to be sure. But beyond them,
you’ll find the very essence of one of today’s foremost
Christian leaders—his fervent commitment to evangelism
and discipleship and his zeal to inspire fellow church
leaders even as he seeks to keep growing as a leader
himself. If unchurched people matter to you . . . if you
love seeing believers serve passionately with their
spiritual gifts . . . if God’s heartbeat for the church is
your heartbeat as well . . . then this book is a must.
Courageous Leadership will convince you to lead with all
your might, all your skill, and all your faith. And it will give
you the tools to do just that.
What if you knew that by simply crossing the room and
saying hello to someone, you could change that
person’s forever? Just a few steps to make an eternal
difference. It has nothing to do with methods and
everything to do with taking a genuine interest in another
human being. All you need is a heart that’s in tune with
the Holy Spirit and a willingness to venture out of your
“Circle of Comfort” and into another person’s life. Just
Walk Across the Room brings personal evangelism into
the twenty-first century. Building on the solid foundation
laid in Becoming a Contagious Christian, Bill Hybels
shows how you can participate in the model first set by
Jesus, who stepped down from heaven 2,000 years ago
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to bring hope and redemption to broken people living in a
fallen world. Now it’s your turn. Your journey may not be
as dramatic, but it can have a life-changing impact for
someone standing a few steps away from you—and for
you as well, as you learn the power of extending care,
compassion, and inclusiveness under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit. The highest value in personal evangelism
is cooperating with the Spirit, says Hybels. This means
playing only the role you’re meant to play—walking when
the Spirit says to walk, talking when he says to talk, and
falling silent when he suggests that you’ve said enough.
Hybels encourages you to “live in 3D” … —Developing
friendships —Discovering stories —Discerning appropriate
next steps … as a means of learning to understand the
Holy Spirit’s promptings. With fresh perspectives from
his own reflections and experiences collected during his
most recent decade of ministry, Bill Hybels shows with
convincing and inspiring clarity the power of this
personal, richly relational approach to evangelism. The
stakes are high. The implications are eternal. And you
may be only a conversation away from having an eternal
impact on someone’s life—if you will just walk across the
room.
In a society where "upward mobility" is the highest goal,
Bill Hybels asks a tough question: Do Christians place
God's desires first-or their own? In Descending into
Greatness, Hybels and writer Rob Wilkins take the
example of Christ's downward journey as it was meant to
be; the radical and essential answer for every Christian.
In fourteen powerful chapters, the authors explore such
topics as How Jesus managed power. The intentional
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decisions necessary to move down. The uplifting nature
of true humility. Abundant life through dying to self. The
ambush of joy. Moving down is never an easy matter that
can be reduced to a formula. It involves a life committed
to discipleship. Descending into Greatness introduces
you to the touching stories of modern men and women
committed to advancing the kingdom of God: from the
pro football player, to the medical missionary, to a
businessman wrestling with the priorities in the world of
finance. Descending into Greatness asks tough
questions and gives hopeful answers. Now, this
powerful, urgent message also includes a discussion
guide so that you can follow through, too. "Like Christ,
we must descend-into self-abandonment, unconditional
giving, sacrifice, and death to self. And, like Christ, we
will then ascend-into fulfillment, blessing, joy, and
purpose."
The author of Holy Discontent shares the importance in
recognizing God whispers and challenges readers to be
attentive in this process and to walk in obedience,
knowing without a doubt that God's whispers are always
worth listening to.
Courageous LeadershipZondervan

Hybels brings Biblical, practical answers to these
and many other pertinent questions--plus a muchneeded warning about the dangers of being a
Christian consumer in a materialistic society. He also
exposes the tactics Satan uses to disarm believers
in their attempts to shine Christ's light into a
darkened world.
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Focusing on the key aspects of Christian life--prayer,
character, and wisdom--this one-year devotional
shows believers how to know God more deeply and
discover how he works in them.
Bill Hybels points us to the wisdom of the book of
Proverbs. This practical guidebook is ideal for
anyone who wants to live the Christian life with
wisdom and wholeness.
If only Robert McNamara had known the Law of
Solid Ground, the War in Vietnam, and everything
that happened at home because of it, might have
turned out differently.
Based on the book of Proverbs and Bill Hybels's
Making Life Work, this study guide will help you
develop discipline, speak truth and strengthen
relationships--equipping you to think and act out of
godly wisdom.
The Network Implementation Guide provides you
with key steps to being the Network process in your
church. You will discover the 'how to's' of: Phase I Leadership Commitment (getting a personal and
organizational commitment from your staff and
leaders to implement the Network process); Phase II
- Ministry Preparation (developing Ministry Position
descriptions, training consultants, etc.); and Phase III
- the Network Ministry (launching your Discovery
sessions), Network is not just another program or
curriculum for your church . . . it facilitates a biblical
way of doing church. Network is a dynamic program
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to help Christians understand who God has uniquely
made them to be and mobilize them to a place of
meaningful service in the local church. Each
participant will work through a series of assessments
which leads them to discover their unique blend of
spiritual gifts, passion, and personal style. The
participants are also taught the biblical nature and
purpose of the church as the body of Christ and the
unique importance of each member's contribution.
In this five-session video-based Bible study
(DVD/digital video sold separately), bestselling
author and pastor Bill Hybels challenges you to
make doing life together a priority, exploring from the
book of Proverbs how experiencing community and
growing in wisdom are inseparably linked and
offering practical direction on how to experience this
with others. All of us want to get better at life.
Gettting wiser alone, however, is not the way it
works. God didn’t wire us to catch onto wise and
godly living through lone-ranger attempts at learning;
it’s something that rubs off on us when we spend
time with others who have the wisdom of God living
inside of them. As the proverb says, “Iron sharpens
iron as one person sharpens another.” This study is
designed with both new and experienced group
leaders in mind. For new leaders, it includes optional
weekly DVD training sessions (DVD sold separately)
to help them lead a fantastic, first-time small group
experience. For experienced leaders, it includes a
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"Going Deeper" section for those ready to take this
content to the next level. Sessions include: Walking
with the Wise The Counsel of Community Iron
Sharpens Iron The Heart of Community Faith and
Friendship Designed for use with the Wiser Together
Video Study 9780310820116 (sold separately).
What is the one aspect of this broken world that,
when you see it, touch it, get near it, you just can’t
stand? Very likely, that firestorm of frustration
reflects your holy discontent, a reality so troubling
that you are thrust off the couch and into the game.
It’s during these defining times when your eyes
open to the needs surrounding you and your heart
hungers to respond that you hear God say, “I feel
the same way about this problem. Now, let’s go
solve it together!”Bill Hybels invites you to consider
the dramatic impact your life will have when you
allow your holy discontent to fuel instead of frustrate
you. Using examples from the Bible, his own life, and
the experiences of others, Hybels shows how you
can find and feed your personal area of holy
discontent, fight for it when things get risky, and
follow it when it takes a mid-course turn. As you live
from the energy of your holy discontent, you’ll fulfill
your role in setting what is wrong in this world right!
This guide helps parents tackle the thorny issues they face
today and also develop confidence and competence in their
role as a parent.
Modern business practice and scholarship have honed the
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laws of the leadership. To achieve success, you're supposed
to - among other things - leverage your time, choose a strong
team, and avoid unnecessary controversy. But what do you
do when the laws of leadership collide with the teachings of
Christ? What would it mean to reveal your true character to
those you lead? What would it take for you to take an honest
look at yourself and ask, "Am I leading from my mission … or
my shadow mission?" Using stories from their own lives and
ministries, Bill Hybels, John Ortberg, and Dan Allender
illustrate how the laws of leadership sometimes crash headon into the demands of discipleship, and how the decisions
you make at these crossroads could affect not only you, but
the destiny of those you lead. The Call to Lead includesthe
previous releases from the Leadership Library series: When
Leadership and Discipleship Collide, by Bill Hybels,
Overcoming Your Shadow Mission, by John Ortberg, and
Leading Character from Dan Allender.
If you long for a spiritual life that is deep, fruitful, and
profoundly real, these studies will help you draw heart to
heart with God. 6 SESSIONS
When the spiritual gift of leadership comes alive in churches
everywhere, the church will become the hope of the world
and a most influential force for good.
Pastor Bill Hybels believes that there is a new reality in
America. The church has entered an era of growth and
unprecedented spiritual opportunity to share the Gospel, yet
at the same time we face a shrinking economy and a world in
crisis. This poses a great resource challenge for the church.
In order to reach out to people who are spiritually hungry, the
church needs more people to be equipped to serve others.
Hybels passionately believes the key to the future of the
church is the equation "X (paid staff) + Y (volunteers) = Z
(bearing much fruit for God’s glory)." Churches cannot afford
to continue hiring more and more staff with limited budgets.
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The key to resourcing the church is what Hybels calls "the Y
factor." The Y factor is the pool of volunteers in every church.
The great need of the church is to grow the church’s
volunteer base through the equipping ministry of church
staffs. As churches recover the message of Ephesians
4:11-12 to "equip God’s people for works of service" they will
launch a Volunteer Revolution. People are just waiting to
discover the gifts and passions that God has given them to
serve others and then be invited to use those gifts and
passions through the local church in order to advance the
kingdom of God on Earth. Hybels believes that every church
staff should be helping people discover their spiritual gifts,
passions and place of service in order to meet the growing
needs in our churches and world. Hybels makes a clarion call
to move beyond volunteer retention to volunteer acquisition.
By attracting, connecting, training, and sustaining volunteers,
churches will mobilize people into places of service that will
bring new meaning to their lives and understand why God put
them on planet Earth. Hybels also outlines how we can build
lifelong volunteers in the church through community,
celebration, and commendation.
What kind of love makes a difference?A bold yet
compassionate love is a trademark of Jesus Christ. Love
without limits. A world-changing love. Can such love be
reproduced in the lives of sinful men and women like us? Is it
possible to follow Jesus' model of giving and receiving love?
In Lessons on Love, you'll find out how. You'll learn about the
various kinds of love, beginning with forms of love you'll
recognize—and ending with a supernatural love so awesome it
can utterly transform lives. Christ's love. The world around
you will take note when you unleash the power of Christ's
love—and it will never be the same.Interactions—a powerful
and challenging tool for building deep relationships between
you and your group members, and you and God. Interactions
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is far more than another group Bible study. It's a cutting-edge
series designed to help small group participants develop into
fully devoted followers of Christ.
This pack includes three fantastic books by Bill Hybels and
others that focus on leadership, including Courageous
Leadership, Leadership Axioms, and The Call to Lead
Are You Looking For God? That is, the God who can really
make a difference in your life? Have you already found
God...but are disappointed? Bill Hybels wants to introduce
you to the God you're looking for. Not only does this God
exist, He passionately yearns to be in a relationship with you.
In fact, writes Hybels, God is head over heels in love with
you! But in order to find God, you'll first need to put aside the
caricatures, the fears, the lies, and the misconceptions that
have been gathered over the centuries about who God really
is. Understanding the true personality and nature of God can
make ordinary people extraordinary and weak people strong.
With penetrating insights and pointed anecdotes, Hybels
reveals God for who He really is: a God who knows your
every thought, who is always gracious, who always guides
you, is always committed to you, and who is always there. A
God who feels your joy and sadness, a God who doesn't stop
giving, a God who has your life in His loving hands.

In this realistic look at marriage you are provided with
workable strategies for maintaining -- or starting -- a
healthy, loving relationship as husband and wife.
"When I listen to the evening news or read the morning
paper these days my reaction is always the same: what's
wrong in our world will not be set right until people who
love God and who refuse to cave to these overwhelming
challenges put the things they believe into action, things
like courage and discipline and love." Bill Hybels Who
You Are When No One's Looking has pointed the way to
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godly character for more than twenty years. Now Bill
Hybels's essential book is completely revised and
updated, featuring a new introduction, a new concluding
chapter ("World-Change: When Character Counts Most")
and a discussion guide for groups. Read this book to
discover who God is calling you to be in the world around
you.
The revised edition of the Blackabys' "Experiencing God"
encourages business and church leaders alike to follow
God's biblical design for organizational success.
Some prisoners are their own armed guards. slave to
sin. Sound like a dream? God is in the business of
making these kinds of dreams a reality. He is committed
to your freedom and has already done all that is
necessary to break the chains that bind you. be. God has
a plan for your liberation and He has provided the power
needed to put this plan into action. But first, the chains
that hold you back must be destroyed. This series of
studies maps out God's road to freedom. Every journey
begins with one step. Are you ready to take it? between
you and your group member, and you and God.
Interaction is far more than another group Bible study.
It's a cutting-edge series designed to help small group
participants develop into fully devoted followers of Christ.
helpful ideas in the Leader's Notes.
God is ready to give the wisdom and insight needed to
navigate the questions that seem too big, such as: Will
wars ever cease? Can the planet survive? Is God really
out there? Does God hear prayers? Aren't all religions
the same?
This volume of 6 studies will help you grow in your
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understanding of what it means to “Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all
your mind.”
Six-session small group studies to build true community
within the church and among the world.Sermon on the
Mount 2: In this sermon, Jesus calls his disciples to live
out a love relationship with every person they meet--a
relationship inspired and guided by his teaching and
infused with the power of the Holy Spirit.
Evangelism doesn't have to be frustrating or intimidating.
Bill Hybels and Mark Mittelberg believe that effectively
communicating our faith in Christ should be the most
natural thing in the world. We just need encouragement
and direction. In Becoming a Contagious Christian,
Hybels and Mittelberg articulate the central principles
that have helped the believers at Willow Creek
Community Church become a church known around the
world for its outstanding outreach to unchurched people.
Based on the words of Jesus and flowing from the
firsthand experiences of the authors, Becoming a
Contagious Christian is a groundbreaking, personalized
approach to relational evangelism. You will discover your
own natural evangelism style, how to develop a
contagious Christian character, to build spiritually
strategic relationships, to direct conversations toward
matters of faith, and to share biblical truths in everyday
language. This landmark book presents a blueprint for
starting a spiritual epidemic of hope and enthusiasm for
spreading the Gospel.
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